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LATE NEWS BRIEFS

The biggest news tonight comes from the scene at the German-Polish border. In a surprising move, the French, who have been urging the British and Americans to take a harder line against Germany, have ended their opposition to a political solution.

In France, the French government announced that they will not block the rearmament of Poland, a move that was previously opposed by the British and Americans. This move is seen as a significant step towards a diplomatic solution to the crisis in Europe.

In the United States, President Roosevelt has announced that he will not seek re-election, a decision that was widely expected but still comes as a shock to many.

In other news, the Japanese government has announced that they will not invade China, a move that was previously feared. This decision is seen as a major victory for the anti-war movement.

Goering is White Hope for Overthrowing Hitler According to H. Wolfe

Goering is the man in Germany whom England and France are pinning their hopes of overthrowing Hitler," declared H. Wolfe, a leading expert of foreign affairs in his lecture here Thursday night before the Institute of Human Relations.

Wolfe explained that Goering is the only capable man left in Germany who could lead the country back to peace. Wolfe said that Goering has been a strong advocate of peace in the past and that he is the only man who has the moral courage to take on the task.

Isserman Points Out Unity of Races, Creeds

In order to achieve unity among races and creeds, it is necessary for all people to understand and accept the fundamental principles that unite us all.

Dr. Isserman, an expert on the relationship between religion and human behavior, discussed the importance of understanding the similarities among different cultures. He emphasized that the focus should be on the common values that we share rather than the differences.

Reception Given After Wolfe's Talk

Dr. Isserman gave a talk on Thursday evening at the residence of President Roosevelt. The reception was attended by many prominent figures, including the President himself.

The atmosphere was one of celebration and hope for a better future. The President made a speech, expressing his gratitude for Dr. Isserman's insights and his commitment to promoting understanding and peace.
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THESE PEOPLE MAKE NEWS

Stories by Scandal-lights

Ship Found Out

The power of the press is truly apparent, as Pauline Kowalski and the editors of the Detroit Free Press were recently involved in uncovering a political scandal that has stirred the nation.

In the midst of a major political campaign, a group of well-known politicians and their associates were found to be involved in a scheme to manipulate election results. The Free Press, under the leadership of editor Pauline Kowalski, conducted an investigation that revealed the extent of the corruption.

The investigation began when a tipster contacted the newspaper with allegations of financial improprieties. The tipster claimed to have evidence of illegal activity, including the use of campaign funds for personal expenses.

Undeterred, the Free Press team launched a comprehensive investigation, gathering evidence and interviewing witnesses. The investigation continued for several months, with the newspaper publishing articles on a weekly basis.

Finally, the evidence was conclusive. The Free Press published a series of articles that exposed the extent of the corruption, leading to widespread public outrage and calls for criminal investigations.

The impact of the Free Press's reporting was significant. The scandal sparked a nationwide interest in political ethics and led to a series of reforms at the state and federal levels.

Publicists—Columnists

I regret that there was nothing to write about in the Detroit Free Press this week. I am frequently writing about the events of the day, but I find that the press is too busy covering the latest news to take time to analyze the underlying issues.

I am a firm believer in the power of the press to influence public opinion and shape the course of events. It is my hope that the media will continue to serve as a watchdog for the people, ensuring that those in power are held accountable for their actions.

Bill, SAE at Tech is GSC Underclassman's Dream

'Life's Design' column is popular with students at the University of Michigan, where the staff has been investigating the lives of its readers and providing advice on a wide range of topics.

The column is written by a university student who has been selected as the 'designer' of the life of a young person who has been identified as an 'underclassman' at the university.

The designer is responsible for creating a life plan that will help the underclassman achieve their goals and dreams. The plan includes a detailed schedule of events, activities, and experiences that will help the underclassman become the best possible version of themselves.

The 'designer' works closely with the underclassman to ensure that the plan is tailored to their specific needs and interests. The designer also provides guidance and support to help the underclassman stay on track and achieve their goals.

The 'designer' is selected from a pool of talented students who are passionate about helping others achieve their dreams. The designer is chosen based on their ability to create a compelling life plan, as well as their commitment to serving as a role model for the underclassman.

The 'Life's Design' column is a popular resource for students who are looking for guidance and inspiration. It is a testament to the power of the press to bring attention to important issues and provide solutions to the challenges facing young people today.
Hey, fellow, how about a lift?

Because of catchflees and nooks connected by catchflees, students at the University of Iowa were having a bad time getting rides—at least they were having a bad time telling jokes about the University of Iowa. So, to change the situation, students at the University of Iowa decided to come along with a little joke. Now don't get me wrong, the ride in the Elevator is just as bad, and not only are the jokes for their own amusement, but some of the students who couldn't make it because they were too busy, and others who didn't have a ride just have to do it.

Collegian photo by Robert J. Rice

Freshman Doris Schaffer and Sophomore Virginia Berg are the reigning co-eds of their classes at University of Southern California.

This Collegian's Judge Before He's a Lawyer

Pre-law student Henry F. McCloud (left), University of Utah, is wearing his way through college by being right-manner judge of the city of New York. Many of his cases involve fellow students who violate the city's traffic rules.
Chopping Expenses

The National Service Corps has adopted a four-week plan to save money on labor costs. Although a labor-saving plan has been used in the past, it is now more popular and offers greater savings.

"Goshen Girl"

That's the title of the school set by Goshen University's Women's Auxiliary. She's a senior in the school of business.

She Rode Over Northern

Savoy Rust, E. Kennedy, home economics major and member of the Goshen Alumni, praised the recent oil injection at Pennsylvania State College.

Lamps for the Oil of Gandhi

In short response to an appeal from the great Indian leader, Mahatma Gandhi, the University of Chicago chapter of the society has created the lamp which will have Indian-made oil instead of kerosene. With this advance, Gandhi will reduce lighting oil imports from England.

466 Pounds of Fun

That's what happened when the University College students enjoyed a banquet at the College of the University of Maryland.

First Collegiate Unit of Sons of American Revolution

Here are the members elected members of the Collegiate chapter of the Sons of the American Revolution, the organization of the young American college student.

Maps and History Books are Helping U.S. Colleges

In order to provide the finest in preparation in the field of history and geography, many U.S. colleges are now using maps and history books to supplement their courses.

Explaining Expressions

A new, humorous expression, "Not So Hotsy," is now gaining popularity among students. It was invented by Fred Astaire, who uses it to describe his dancing style.

It's Made

"Not So Hotsy"

That's what Georgia Tech students say about the school's reputation for being one of the best in the country. It is said to be due to the outstanding faculty and the many practical aspects of the courses offered.
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Adventures in the South Carolina Society of the Sons of the American Revolution
Collegians Like "Big Names"
And Because They Do, Campus-Visiting Celebrities Do
Their Best to Please Their Admirers
At These Exclusive Photos Prove

"I'm on my way to show my laundry around campus!"

A Conversation Page: Barbara Smith sat down with the students to hear their opinions on campus politics. The students shared their thoughts on academic pressure and campus life.

"A child speaks, mother listens, and then a conversation begins." — Suzanne Morrissey

Office Petitions Due Thursday, Election Primaries Next Week

Dr. Swearingen Initiates IHR At Y Meeting

"The mood of the present and the need for uniformity," Dr. Swearingen (participant in the first general meeting of all students held in Federly main auditorium) stressed, "will permit the new situation to be established." After the meeting, the IHR committee will discuss the best approach to the issue, and the present situation.

Austrian Girl Comes to GSC As Student

During the first week of Austrian cultural exchange, Alice Grassl, expected on the program. She has been in New York since she was named one of the young people in the Cultural Group in Austria. Before she came to this country, she traveled in France for an extended period of time to learn French language and culture.

Norah Announces Judges For Ga. Music Festival

Located in musical education all over Georgia will participate in the largest Georgia Music Education Conference to be held on the campus. The contest, to be announced by Mrs. H. Norah, head of music here.

"We Dance That Crippled Legs May Walk," Tonight

Cecil Kristal
And Band Play

A show and entertainment in addition to the usual, which will feature a variety show, will be presented by the band and band leader on tonight.

Celebrations, whichever possible, are interspersed by students over the radio. Mrs. W. G. Courie's "Joy of Listening" program is heard by students from around campus.

Alyce Grassl

"We find that we are one of the biggest reasons why this "little" community of students has grown.

The celebration, which is associated with the "nothing," is expected to be the largest of its kind. The guest speaker for the occasion will be Dr. H. Norah, head of music here.
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Dear Editor,

I noted last week in the Campus camera column that students were discussing their future. May I say that "the rule of the pasture is not given to the ox" (Eccl. 9:10). I understand that a pasture cannot go as far as the ox can. And since the future cannot go as far as the ox, we are usually concerned with the future. But because we cannot see the future, we should be more concerned with our present duties.

Letter to The Editor

Quotable Quotes

"Doubt cannot exist where there is a positive belief. Doubt cannot exist where there is a positive action. Doubt cannot exist where there is a positive desire. Doubt cannot exist where there is a positive thought. Doubt cannot exist where there is a positive love. Doubt cannot exist where there is a positive fear." -H. G. Wells

"The next step we must make is to find a way to live and we are entering upon another edition of the Colonnade.

Campus Camera

We do not wish to become perfect students. All we wish to be is students. We have hopes and dreams and ambitions. We have a lot to learn. We have a lot to do. We expect to be successful. We expect to be happy. We expect to be satisfied. We expect to be content. We expect to live and learn.

Editor Comments

Wednesday Chapels May Be Compulsive If Not Attended

Our Wednesday morning chapel series are in danger of being discontinued! Although the program for the past have been excellent and have presented to the students really the best idea for the listener, the crowds have been almost nonexistent. It would seem that such a program conducted in this way, without announcements, epidemics, etc., should be more useful and interesting than otherwise. Chaplaincy classes should become a daily habit and a pleasure at this time.

Boys Should Be Allowed To Smoke When Dating Here

It has recently been suggested that boys during GCCS sports activities be allowed to smoke. This question has been discussed before and at the last few brought up the college presidents of the opposition were that it created a fine habit and that there are no smoking facilities provided in the public and re- sulted in false facts.

These are too little items to consider in any sense. Indeed, there is a great need for a sense of public welfare in the community.

Boyhood:

Refugee Student Problem is Outgrowth of War Crime

It痕迹 in the hand of the students. This is the same situation which we find in the U.S. But while we are eager to do the right thing, we are also aware that there are very real problems involved in the process of education.

Another happy student.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Students were asked the question about the problem which has been given to them. This was a very good question. It was asked because we want to know about their feelings. The students are very happy about it.

Refugee movement as we know it today is a new form. It is not only a new form, but a new idea. It is an idea that is very popular.

Refugee movement is new in Canada. We have a lot of new ideas in Canada. We are very happy about the new idea.

Another happy student.
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Swimmers Make Plans for Convention; Work on Speed

Adams, Hudson Cannon Attend Ga. CGA Meet

Hampton, Cedar, Bondy Adams, and Hudson Cannon, members of the Georgia state swimming team, were selected as U.S. national team members for the first time in the history of the team last week when they arrived at the Georgia State University. The team is currently in training for the Southern Conference Swimming Meet, the Southern Swimming Association and the Southern Athletic Conference and is working on speed work on a daily basis.

Junior Class Fills Vacancies

Sell Hall hastily elected a new group of officers last week when the former president resigned. Miss Cunningham had resigned as president before the end of the school year. As a result, the junior class had to fill the position. Miss Cunningham resigned because she was unable to attend classes. The new president is Miss Mary Jane Cunningham.

Salvation Army

The Salvation Army is conducting their annual collection for "Love Your Neighbor" this week. The collection is in progress now. The Salvation Army is a religious organization that helps those in need. They provide food, clothing, and other necessities to those who are in need.

Frosh Council Officers Elected

President: Fred Adams, Freshman; First Vice-President: Mary Lloyd, Freshman; Second Vice-President: M. H. Jones, Senior; Secretary: M. L. Smith, Sophomore; Treasurer: C. W. Mitchell, Sophomore.

What We Like
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Fountain developed and Shuptrine's

What We Like

Beef at Bell Coffee Shop

Eric Miller, Freshman, members of the Students' Senate, are elected on a merit basis. The students' senate is responsible for the administration of the college. The students' senate is responsible for the administration of the college.
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Lettcr To THE EDITOR

(Continued from page four)

and there is nothing we can do but sit and wait until they can be fixed.

The other letter was an unsigned protest to last week's allowing to the better from France. Some of the arguments were undoubtedly justified, but as to the claim the editor was believed to be raising on the general level of backgrounds represented here, we can see no particular disgrace connected with coming from some class families, as most of us do.

HARVEY

(Continued from page five)

part now in force with Germany in terms of Russian "guilt" and "honor" and concluded that she has had about as much as she has gained by the measures. The same thing is true of Germany" he added.

"It is my opinion" Dr. Harvey said. "That Russia's action is still dominated by the idea of world revolution. She expects and hopes that of the present struggle will find the nations of the west work and turn by internal strife and revolution, and thus rise for type of revolution which is her own.

She has suffered one serious loss, however, she has made it possible for Germany to win, and one thing is certain, a victory for Germany in its war means the doom of Russia.

APPALOOSA CROSSES

(Continued from page three)

from the classical to the modern style. The legs show close connections about 20 songs from minority, once in Latin, some German, some English. The music is merely adapted in forty or eight part harmonies and very different. Most of the numbers are done in parts and picturesque effects can be obtained through singing without accompaniment and the delightful qualities of the boys voices are not lost in the too often overshadowing piano accompaniment.

The choir has sung in thirteen different states, traveled over fifteen thousand miles and appeared before approximately fifty thousand persons. Last year they made their radio debut over the 138 Columbia stations. The choir is nonsectarian, and non denominational. In the summer the boys go to camp in North Carolina where they enjoy regular camp activities and prepare their winter programs. A part of each winter is spent in Florida and each spring is occupied with an extended concert tour.

IT LOOKS FROM HERE

(Continued from page four)

committee to work on the problem, and it has worked with a success comparable to that of the League of Nations, and for the same apparent reason, a host of whole hearted support from the strongest countries. Quibbling and procrastination has prevailed and no definite program has been successfully worked out.

American Attitudes

American public opinion divides into three main attitudes concerning this question: First, Let them live. We cannot stand their plight. Second, Keep them out! We have troubles enough of our own and too much unresponsiveness under existing conditions. Third, Get them out of our right. They degenerate us. Where they go we don't care!

What part is The United States to take? No one seems to be sure, but we might as well admit the fact that some action will very probably have to be taken. No nation can strive for and obtain a place of power and leadership without accepting some of the accompanying responsibilities.

MEXICAN HUARACHES

$1.99

MEXICAN HUARACHES

Every pair imported

Mexican, Indian, or Spanish style. Sold in Mexico.

The Hebrides Huaraches are shipped with a chip on the toe to prevent slipping.

Sam's Huaraches

Sample of Huaraches in any five pairs.

Sizes

Some's and Children's, 1 to 11. One, 2 to 4. Boys, 3 to 13.

Sears

HEBRIDES HUARACHES

Color in American Standard Turning Buckle with Wings.

Ladies' maker also want a SPECIAL ATTENTION

MAIL ORDER.

Mail orders filled anywhere. Add 10c postage, Cleared and money orders accepted. WE ALSO SHIP C. O. D. Or send money order to 150 E. 40th St., New York City.

Remember—

Cheslerfield Gives You

REAL MILDNESS

and Better Taste

These two qualities, that you want and look for in a cigarette, are yours only in Chesterfield's right combination of the best cigarette tobaccos that money can buy.

And that's not all...Chesterfield gives you a FAR COOLER smoke. No wonder new Chesterfield smokers, and those who have enjoyed them for years, pass the word along...they really Satisfy.

Chesterfield

The Cooler, Better-Tasting, DEFINITELY MILDER Cigarette

Copyright 1940, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.